ANDAMAN & NICOBAR: THE BEST PLACE TO ENJOY VACATION IN DECEMBER
Andaman & Nicobar Islands are an Indian enclave known for increasing the beauty of
the Bay of Bengal. Made up of around 300 islands, which are known for white-sand
beaches, tropical rainforests, and mangroves, this archipelago has a stunning
coastline that supports a vast marine life, including sharks, vibrant coral reefs, etc.
Apart from these things, there are a lot of reasons that make this destination a mustvisit place. However, to attain an unforgettable experience, there is a need to travel
to this station at the right time, i.e., when you can explore the entire beauty.
The beauty of these islands gets enhanced by its beautiful shoreline, impressive
ancient architecture, and the magical underwater world that can be explored during
winter months. Hence, the best time to visit the Andaman & Nicobar Islands is the
month of December. Furthermore, celebrating Christmas and New Year in these
islands could be a great addition to your enjoyment while on vacation in Andaman.
5 THINGS TO TURN YOUR WINTER VACATION INTO AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE
1. SEA WALKING
Sea walking in Andaman is one of the otherworldly activities that tourists must
experience at least once in a lifetime. Although adventurous, it is a pleasant way to
explore the underwater world by walking on the seabed. Conducted at North Bay and
Elephant beaches, this activity enables you to observe the aquatic life from close
while you're completely submerged.
2. MANGROVE KAYAKING
When it comes to thrilling yet relaxing adventure, mangrove kayaking is the most
preferred thing to indulge in during a vacation in Andaman. It allows you to tour the
lush green mangroves while meandering through the water bodies of Andaman. As
you leisurely glide amidst the dense greenery, the sound of nature will undoubtedly
captivate your mind. Moreover, the tranquil environment of the mangroves is
peaceful and provides the perfect opportunity to unwind.
3. LIGHT AND SOUND SHOW AT CELLULAR JAIL
The act of listening to the tales revolving around the tortures of the courageous
Indian freedom fighters who sacrificed their lives for the nation's liberty would make
you sad but undoubtedly proud. Witness the view of a light and sound show and

make your evening entertaining and knowledgeable by imagining the scenes and
history of India’s struggle for independence.
4. GLASS BOTTOM BOATING
If you are not a fan of being submerged in water for long hours or scuba diving, then
glass-bottom boating is the best alternative to experience the underwater world. The
transparent bottom of the boat being used in this activity will provide you the chance
to have the crystal clear spectacles of the aquatic creatures beneath your feet and
without any fear.
5. CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
During December, there is an influx of tourism in Andaman, and tourists appear
partying and flocking around the night clubs like there will be no tomorrow. Eyecatching places, coupled with a few drinks at a beachside act as the perfect start of
your festive season. That's why the Andaman and Nicobar seem to be the well-suited
spot for celebrating Christmas and New Year with your loved ones.
ANDAMAN’S WEATHER IN DECEMBER
The weather in Andaman in the winter season, especially in December is moderately
pleasant. The average temperature of the place during this time remains around 22
degrees. The humidity that goes down in December and January makes it a perfect
time for tourists to indulge in adventurous activities and enjoy the festivities that
come in these months of the year.

